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Figure 1: Make-It-3D can create high-fidelity 3D content from only a single image. We show the normal map and novel-view
renderings of created 3D content, showcasing fine geometry and faithful textures with stunning quality at novel views.

Abstract
In this work, we investigate the problem of creating

high-fidelity 3D content from only a single image. This
is inherently challenging: it essentially involves estimat-
ing the underlying 3D geometry while simultaneously hal-
lucinating unseen textures. To address this challenge, we
leverage prior knowledge from a well-trained 2D diffusion
model to act as 3D-aware supervision for 3D creation. Our
approach, Make-It-3D, employs a two-stage optimization
pipeline: the first stage optimizes a neural radiance field by
incorporating constraints from the reference image at the
frontal view and diffusion prior at novel views; the second
stage transforms the coarse model into textured point clouds
and further elevates the realism with diffusion prior while
leveraging the high-quality textures from the reference im-
age. Extensive experiments demonstrate that our method
outperforms prior works by a large margin, resulting in
faithful reconstructions and impressive visual quality. Our
method presents the first attempt to achieve high-quality 3D
creation from a single image for general objects and en-
ables various applications such as text-to-3D creation and
texture editing.

†Work is done during the internship at Microsoft Research.
‡Corresponding authors.

1. Introduction

Given a single image as in Figure 1, how would the ob-
ject portrayed in the image look like from a different per-
spective? Humans possess an innate ability to effortlessly
imagine 3D geometry and hallucinate the appearance of
novel views with a glance at the picture based on their prior
knowledge about the world. In this work, we aim to achieve
a similar goal: creating high-fidelity 3D content from a real
or artificially generated single image. This will open up new
avenues for artistic expression and creativity, such as bring-
ing 3D effects to the fantasy images given by the cutting-
edge 2D generative models like Stable Diffusion [38]. By
offering a more accessible and automated way to create vi-
sually stunning 3D content, we hope to engage a broader
audience with the world of 3D modeling with ease.

The creation of 3D objects from a single image presents
a significant challenge due to the limited information that
can be inferred from a single viewpoint. One categories of
works aim to produce 3D photo effect [28, 41, 11, 47] in the
manner of image-based rendering or single-view 3D recon-
struction with neural rendering [54, 56, 37]. However, these
methods often struggle with reconstructing fine geometry
and fall short of rendering in large views. Another line of
research [26, 51, 59, 55] projects the input image into the la-
tent space of the pretrained 3D-aware generative networks.
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Despite their impressive performance, the existing 3D gen-
erative networks mainly model objects from a specific class
and are therefore incapable of handling general 3D objects.
In our case, we aim for general 3D creation from an arbi-
trary image, yet constructing a sufficiently large and diverse
dataset for estimating the novel views or building a power-
ful 3D foundation model for general objects remains insur-
mountable.

Unlike the scarcity of 3D models, images are much
more readily available, and recent advancements in diffu-
sion models have sparked a revolution in 2D image genera-
tion [34, 39, 38, 52, 4]. Interestingly, we observed that well-
trained image diffusion models can generate images under
various views, which implies that they have already incor-
porated 3D knowledge. This has motivated us to explore
the possibility of cultivating prior knowledge in a 2D diffu-
sion model to reconstruct 3D objects. With diffusion prior,
we propose Make-It-3D, a two-stage 3D content creation
method that can generate a high-fidelity 3D object with su-
perior quality from only one image.

In the first stage, we leverage diffusion prior to optimize
a neural radiance field (NeRF) [23] by applying score dis-
tillation sampling (SDS) [32], and constrain this optimiza-
tion with reference-view supervision. Different from prior
text-to-3D works [32, 18, 22], we focus on image-based 3D
creation so that we need to prioritize the faithfulness to the
reference image. However, we observed that while 3D mod-
els generated with SDS match text prompts well, they often
fail to align faithfully with reference images since textual
descriptions do not capture all object details. To address
this issue, we go beyond SDS by simultaneously maximiz-
ing the image-level similarity between the reference and the
novel view rendering denoised by a diffusion model. Also,
as images inherently capture more geometry-related infor-
mation than textual descriptions, we can thus incorporate
the depth of the reference image as an extra geometry prior
to alleviate the shape ambiguity of NeRF optimization.

While the first stage generates a coarse model with plau-
sible geometry, its appearance often deviates from the qual-
ity of the reference, exhibiting over-smooth textures and
saturated colors [32]. This has limited its overall real-
ism, and it is imperative to further bridge the gap between
coarse model and reference image. As texture is more crit-
ical than geometry for human perception in the context of
high-quality rendering, we choose to prioritize texture en-
hancement in the second stage, while inheriting the geome-
try from the first stage. We refine the model by leveraging
the availability of ground-truth textures for regions that are
observable in the reference image. To achieve this, we ex-
port the coarse NeRF model to textured point clouds and
project reference textures onto their corresponding areas in
the point clouds. We then utilize diffusion prior to enhance
the texture of the remaining points by jointly optimizing

the point feature and a point cloud renderer, resulting in a
clearly improved texture of the generated 3D model.

With diffusion prior as multi-view supervision, our ap-
proach can be applied to general objects without being lim-
ited to specific categories. To evaluate the method, we cre-
ate a benchmark consisting of 400 images including both
real images and generated images from 2D diffusion. We
evaluate the proposed method on public DTU dataset [1]
and our benchmark, and extensive experiments show a
clear improvement over previous works. Furthermore, our
method enables a range of applications beyond image-to-3D
creation such as texture editing and high-quality text-to-3D
creation. Our main contributions are summarized as:

• We propose Make-It-3D, a framework to create a high-
fidelity 3D object from a single image, using a 2D dif-
fusion model as 3D-aware prior. It does not require
multi-view images for training and can be applied to
any input image, whether it is real or generated.

• With a two-stage creation scheme, Make-It-3D repre-
sents the first work to achieve high-fidelity 3D creation
for general objects. The resulting 3D models exhibit
detailed geometry and realistic textures that accurately
conform to the reference images.

• Beyond image-to-3D creation, our method enables
multiple applications such as high-quality text-to-3D
creation and texture editing.

2. Related Work
Novel view synthesis from a few images. Early at-
tempts [14, 6, 45, 31] usually require dense observations of
a scene from uniformly sampled poses. Recent emergence
of implicit representations [42, 23] significantly advances
the synthesis quality of novel views, whereas they tend to
find a degenerate solution when given only very few input
views. To enable novel view from sparse input views, a
growing body of works [20, 46, 27] hence turn to extra prior
knowledge as additional regularizations. PixelNeRF [59]
predicts a continuous neural representation conditioned on
the input images rather than only leveraging input views for
supervision. DietNeRF [10] penalizes a semantic consis-
tency loss by minimizing distance between CLIP [33] fea-
tures of different views. With recent rapid progress of diffu-
sion models, 3DiM [53] introduces a pose-conditional dif-
fusion model that generates a novel view conditioned on a
source view and a target pose. RenderDiffusion [3] presents
a diffusion model for 3D generation that incorporates a tri-
plane rendering mode into the denoiser.
Single-image 3D photography. Synthesizing novel views
from a single image is quite challenging as it is a highly ill-
posed problem, requiring precise geometry estimation and
disocclusion of both geometry and texture. Increasing effort
has been dedicated to this problem [62, 7, 19, 29, 31, 36, 28,
44], many of which can only handle specific types. Among
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Figure 2: Overview architecture. We propose a two-stage framework for creating a high-quality 3D model from a reference
image with diffusion prior (Sec. 3.1). At the coarse stage, we optimize a NeRF for reconstructing the geometry of the
reference image (Sec. 3.2). We further build textured point clouds from NeRF and the reference image, and jointly optimize
the texture of invisible points and a learnable deferred renderer to generate realistic and view-consistent textures (Sec. 3.3).

them, a number of methods rely on layered representations
such as layered depth images [40, 48, 41] and multi-plane
images (MPIs) [43, 47, 17, 8]. For example, [47] predicts
MPIs for view synthesis from single image without requir-
ing ground truth 3D. [41] generates a 3D photo from a given
RGB-D input through layered depth image with inpainted
color and depth. Yet such a solution is limited by the num-
ber of planes and sensitive to discontinuities. Subsequent
efforts generalize MPIs to continuous 3D representations
such as NeRF [15] and latent 3D point cloud [54].

Lift 2D pretrained model to 3D. With the emergence of
recent advances in modeling natural image manifold, how
to exploit such powerful 2D pretrained model to recover
3D object structure has received considerable research in-
terest. [30] attempts to reconstruct the 3D shape using pre-
trained 2D GANs. Subsequently, some works [9, 13, 24] ex-
plore zero-shot text-guided 3D content creation utilizing the
guidance from CLIP [33]. Recent efforts such as DreamFu-
sion [32], Magic3D [18] and Score Jacobian Chaining [50]
explore text-to-3D generation by exploiting a score dis-
tillation sampling (SDS) loss derived from a 2D text-to-
image diffusion model instead, showing impressive results.
LatentNeRF [22] proposes to use a shape prior to guide
and assist the 3D generation directly in the latent space

of the diffusion model. Prior works NeuralLift-360 [57]
and NeRDi [5] also leverage the generative prior for 3D re-
construction from a single view. Yet the reconstructed 3D
model has limited quality and is poorly aligned with the in-
put image. In contrast, we propose a two-stage 3D synthesis
framework with a relaxed SDS loss, yielding high-quality
3D representation faithful to the given input image.

3. Method
Generating novel views for general scenes or objects

from only a single image is inherently challenging due to
the difficulty of inferring both geometry and missing tex-
ture. We therefore tackle this challenge by cultivating the
dark knowledge of pretrained 2D diffusion models. Specif-
ically, given an input image x, we first hallucinate its un-
derlying 3D representation, neural radiance field (NeRF),
whose rendering appears as a plausible sample to a pre-
trained denoising diffusion model, and we constrain this op-
timization process with the texture and depth supervision at
the reference view. To further improve the rendering real-
ism, we keep the learned geometry and enhance the textures
with the reference image. As such, in the second stage, we
lift the input image to textured point clouds and focus on re-
fining the color of the points occluded in the reference view.
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We leverage prior knowledge of the text-to-image genera-
tive model and the text-image contrastive model for both
stages. In this way, we achieve a faithful 3D representation
of the input image with restored high-fidelity texture and
geometry. The proposed two-stage 3D learning framework
is illustrated in Figure 2. We will subsequently brief the
preliminaries and then detail our method.

3.1. Preliminaries

Recent findings show that pretrained 2D generative mod-
els offer rich 3D geometry knowledge for their 2D gen-
eration samples. Notably, DreamFusion [32] uses a text-
to-image diffusion model to guide the optimization of the
3D representation. Let Gθ(β) be the rendered image at the
given viewpoint β, where G is the differentiable rendering
function for the 3D representation parameterized by θ and
is amenable to choice. DreamFusion optimizes the neural
radiance field such that its multi-view renderings look like
high-quality samples from a frozen diffusion model.

Specifically, a diffusion model ϵϕ introduces a random
amount of noise ϵ to the rendered image x0 := Gθ(β) at dif-
ferent timestep t, i.e., xt = αtx0+σtϵ, where ϵ ∼ N (0, I);
αt and σt define a noise schedule whose log signal-to-noise
ratio λt = log[α2

t /σ
2
t ] linearly decreases with the timestep

t. A pretrained text-conditioned diffusion model is trained
to reverse this noising process given the text embedding y.
To optimize the 3D representation parameters to render im-
ages as close as good generation samples, a score distilla-
tion sampling (SDS) loss LSDS is introduced to push ren-
dered images toward higher density region conditioned on
the text embedding. Specifically, LSDS computes the dif-
ference of predicted noise and the added noise as per-pixel
gradient which is used to update the scene parameters, i.e.,

∇θLSDS(ϕ,Gθ) = Et,ϵ

[
w(t)(ϵϕ(xt;y, t)− ϵ)

∂x

∂θ

]
, (1)

where w(t) is a weight function of different noise levels. It
can be proved that this loss essentially measures the simi-
larity between the image and the text prompt. The diffusion
model acts as a critic and the gradient of LSDS will not be
back-propagated through the diffusion network, resulting in
efficient computation. As training proceeds, the NeRF pa-
rameters are updated during which the 3D object gradually
reveals its texture and geometry. In practice, it is found that
using a diffusion model with a strong classifier-free guid-
ance leads to higher-quality 3D samples.

While DreamFusion uses the Imagen [39] to reverse the
noising process at the pixel level, we use the publicly avail-
able Stable Diffusion [38] that models the latent space of the
VQ-VAE [49] with an encoder E and a decoder D. Hence,
the used diffusion model digests the latent z0 := E(Gθ(β))
and the reconstructed latent ẑ0 can be mapped to image
space through x̂ = D(ẑ0).

Reference Baseline +Depth+CLIP-D

Figure 3: Analysis on the coarse stage. Baseline is a naive
solution using only LSDS and Lref, and it does not match the
reference well. With LCLIP-D, the result aligns better with
the reference. The depth prior further improves faithfulness.

3.2. Coarse Stage: Single-view 3D Reconstruction

As the first stage, we reconstruct a coarse NeRF from
the single reference image x with the diffusion prior con-
straining the novel views. Our optimization is expected to
meet the following requirements simultaneously: 1) the op-
timized 3D representation should closely resemble the ren-
dering appearance of the input observation x at the refer-
ence view; 2) the novel view renderings should demonstrate
consistent semantics with the input and appear as plausible
as possible; 3) the generated 3D model should exhibit com-
pelling geometry. In view of these, we randomly sample the
camera poses around the reference view and enforce con-
straints upon the rendered images Gθ for both the reference
view and unseen views.
Reference view per-pixel loss. To encourage consistent ap-
pearance with the input image, we penalize the pixel-wise
difference between the rendering and the input image at the
reference view βref:

Lref = ∥x⊙m− Gθ(βref)∥1. (2)

Here we apply the foreground matting mask m to segment
out the foreground as we empirically find that this eases the
geometry reconstruction, which conforms to [58].
Diffusion prior. Optimizing with the aforementioned
losses can be unstable and may lead to implausible re-
sults, due to the ill-posed nature of the problem. In or-
der to encourage semantically plausible results, additional
constraints are needed on the novel view rendering. To
tackle this challenge, we resort to the diffusion prior. Prior
works on text-to-3D [32, 18] applied LSDS to leverage text-
conditioned diffusion models as 3D-aware prior. To utilize
LSDS in our case, we use an image captioning model [16],
to generate a detailed text description y for the reference
image. With the text prompt y, we can perform the SDS on
the latent space of Stable Diffusion,

∇θLSDS(ϕ,Gθ) = Et,ϵ

[
w(t)(ϵϕ(zt;y, t)− ϵ)

∂z

∂x

∂x

∂θ

]
,

(3)
where the noisy latent zt is obtained form a novel view ren-
dering x by Stable Diffusion encoder.
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NormalReference Novel Views

Figure 4: 360◦ object reconstruction from real images.

However, as discussed before, LSDS essentially measures
the similarity between the image and the given text prompt.
While LSDS can generate 3D models that are faithful to the
text prompt, they do not align perfectly with the reference
image (see baseline in Figure 3), since text prompts cannot
capture all object details. We go beyond this by a diffusion
CLIP loss, denoted as LCLIP-D, that additionally enforces the
generated model to match the reference image:

LCLIP-D(X ,Gθ(β)) = −ECLIP(X ) · ECLIP(X̂0(β, t)), (4)

where ECLIP(·) is a CLIP image encoder [33]. Rather than
directly measuring CLIP loss on the rendered images Gθ(β),
we encode the novel view rendering Gθ(β) to noisy latent
zt and then denoise it to a clean image X̂0(β, t) with 2D
diffusion. By imposing the similarity loss on denoised im-
ages sampled from diffusion models, we encourage the ren-
dering to align with the reference image, while resembling
high-quality samples from a frozen diffusion.

In detail, we do not optimize LCLIP-D and LSDS at the
same time. We use LCLIP-D at small timesteps and switch to
LSDS at large timesteps. More details and analysis are in the
Supplement. Combining LSDS and LCLIP-D, our diffusion
prior ensures that the resulting 3D model appears visually
appealing and plausible while also conforming to the given
image (see Figure 3).
Depth prior. Nonetheless, even if the rendered image ap-
pears meaningful to the diffusion model, there still exists
shape ambiguity that brings about issues such as sunken
faces, over-flat geometry [32] or depth ambiguity (see Fig-
ure 3). We mitigate these by leveraging depth prior learned
from abundant external images and directly enforcing the
supervision in 3D. To be specific, we utilize an off-the-shelf
single-view depth estimator [35] to estimate the depth d for
the input image. While the estimated depth may not ac-
curately characterize the geometric detail, it suffices to en-
sure plausible geometry and resolve most of the ambiguity.
To account for the inaccuracy and the scale mismatch in d,
akin to [5], we regularize the negative Pearson correlation
between the estimated depth and the depth d(βref) modeled
by NeRF at the reference viewpoint, i.e.,

Ldepth = − Cov(d(βref), d)

Var(d(βref))Var(d)
, (5)

𝒟𝒟 𝛽𝛽𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 ∗ 𝑀𝑀(𝛽𝛽𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟)
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Figure 5: Illustration of textured point cloud building. We
aim at building dense points and texturing visible points us-
ing reference image, and invisible points from NeRF.

where Cov(·) denotes the covariance, Var(·) computes the
standard deviation. With this regularization, the NeRF
depth estimation is encouraged to be linearly correlated
with the depth prior.
Overall training. The overall loss can be formulated as a
combination of Lref, LSDS, LCLIP-D and Ldepth.To stabilize
the optimization process, we adopt a progressive training
strategy, where we start with a narrow range of views near
the reference view and gradually expand the range during
training. With progressive training, we can achieve a 360◦

reconstruction of an object, as shown in Figure 4.

3.3. Refine Stage: Neural Texture Enhancement

After the coarse stage, we obtained a 3D model with
plausible geometry, but it often displays coarse textures that
can bottleneck the overall quality in Figure 6. Further re-
finement is thus desired for high-fidelity 3D models. Given
that humans are more discerning when it comes to texture
quality than geometry, we prioritize texture enhancement
while preserving the geometry of the coarse model.

Our key insight for texture enhancement is that for a
novel view, certain pixels can be observable in both the
novel and reference views. Consequently, we can exploit
this overlap to project the high-quality texture of the refer-
ence image onto the corresponding areas of the 3D repre-
sentation. We then focus on enhancing the textures of re-
gions that are occluded in the reference view.

While NeRF is a suitable representation in the coarse
stage as it can handle topological changes continuously,
projecting the reference image onto it is challenging. We
thus opt to export the neural radiance field to an explicit
representation, specifically point clouds. Compared to the
noisy mesh exported by marching cube, point clouds offer
a cleaner and more straightforward projection.
Textured point cloud building. A naive attempt to build
point clouds is to render multi-view RGBD images from
NeRF and lift them to textured points in 3D space. How-
ever, we found this simple method leads to noisy point
clouds due to the conflict among different views: a 3D point
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Reference Normal Coarse EnhancedProjected

Figure 6: Visualization of neural texture enhancement. We
project the reference textures to the coarse model and en-
hance the remaining regions to high-frequency details con-
sistent with the reference. Best viewed with zoom-in.

may possess different RGB colors in NeRF rendering under
different views [55]. We thus propose an iterative strategy
to build clean point clouds from multi-view observations.

As in Figure 5, we first build point clouds from the refer-
ence view βref according to the rendered depth D(βref) and
alpha mask M(βref) of NeRF,

V (βref) = RrefK
−1P(D(βref) ∗M(βref))), (6)

where Rref and K are the extrinsic and intrinsic matrices of
the camera, and P denotes depth-to-point projection. These
points are visible under the reference view and thus col-
orized with ground-truth textures. For the projection of
the remaining views βi, it is important to avoid introducing
points that overlap with existing points but have conflicting
colors. To this end, we project the existing points V (βref)
to the novel view βi to yield a mask indicating the presence
of existing points. With this mask as guidance, we only
lift those points V (βi) that have not been observed yet, as
shown in Figure 5. These invisible points are then initial-
ized with coarse textures from NeRF rendering G(βi) and
integrated into the dense point clouds.
Deferred point cloud rendering. So far, we have built a set
of textured point clouds V = {V (βref), V (β1), ..., V (βN )}.
Though V (βref) already have high-fidelity textures pro-
jected from the reference image, the other points that are
occluded in the reference view still suffer smooth textures
from the coarse NeRF, as shown in Figure 6. To enhance
the texture, we optimize the texture of the other points and
constrain novel-view rendering with diffusion prior. Specif-
ically, we optimize a 19-dimensional descriptor F for each
point, whose first three dimensions are initialized with the
initial RGB colors. To avoid noisy colors and bleeding arti-
facts [2], we adopt a multi-scale deferred rendering scheme.
In particular, given a novel view β, we rasterize the point
cloud V for K times to obtain K feature maps Ii with vary-
ing sizes of [W/2i, H/2i], where i ∈ [0,K). These feature
maps are then concatenated and rendered into an image I

Views LPIPS↓ Contextual↓ CLIP↑

DietNeRF [10] 3 0.1831 5.34 64.90%
SinNeRF [56] 1 0.2059 4.28 73.24%
DreamFusion+ [32] 1 0.4075 2.15 82.81%
Point-E [26] 1 - 2.23 71.31%
3D-Photo [41] 1 0 3.43 87.65%

Ours-coarse 1 0.1427 1.74 87.50%
Ours-enhanced 1 0.0908 1.59 95.65%

Table 1: Quantitative comparison on DTU. We compute
LPIPS under the reference view, and other two metrics un-
der novel views. LPIPS of Point-E is not reported due to the
lack of a defined reference view.

LPIPS↓ Contextual↓ CLIP↑

DreamFusion+ [32] 0.5649 3.07 84.08%
Point-E [26] - 5.37 64.36%

Ours-coarse 0.2354 1.98 89.06%
Ours-enhanced 0.0780 1.33 95.12%

Table 2: Quantitative comparison on the test benchmark.

using a U-Net renderer Rθ [2] that is jointly optimized:

Ii(β) = S(i, V, F, β), i ∈ [0,K),

I(β) = Rθ(I0(β), I1(β), ..., IK−1(β)),
(7)

where S is a differentiable point rasterizer. The objective
of the texture enhancement process is similar to that of the
geometry creation discussed in Sec. 3.2, but we addition-
ally include a regularization term that penalizes large differ-
ences between the optimized texture and the initial texture.
With the texture enhancement process, fine-detailed texture
is generated on the occluded points.

4. Experiments
4.1. Implementation Details

NeRF rendering. We use the multi-scale hash encoding
from Instant-NGP [25] to implement the NeRF representa-
tion in the coarse optimization stage, which enables neural
rendering at a computational cost. Similar to Instant-NGP,
we maintain an occupancy grid to enable efficient ray sam-
pling by skipping empty space. Additionally, we adopt sev-
eral shading augmentations on the rendered images, such as
Lambertian and normal shading, akin to [32].
Point cloud rendering. For deferred rendering, we use a
2D U-Net architecture with gated convolutions [60]. The
dimension of the point descriptor is 19, where the first 3
dimensions are initialized RGB colors and the remaining
dimensions are randomly initialized. We also set a learnable
descriptor for the background.
Camera setting. Following the camera sampling method
used in [32], we randomly sample novel views with a 75%
probability and sample the pre-defined reference view with
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Figure 7: Qualitative comparison on the test benchmark with two diffusion-based 3D content creation models, Dreamfusion
and Point-E. We show our results with high-fidelity geometry and texture. The results of Dreamfusion are from its website.

Reference Normal Ours SinNeRFDietNeRF 3D-Photo Dreamfusion+ Point-E

Figure 8: Qualitative comparison of novel view synthesis on DTU with state of the arts. Our method generates sharper and
more plausible details in both geometry and texture.

a 25% probability. We also randomly enlarge the FOV when
rendering with NeRF, following [18].
Score distillation sampling. We randomly sample t from
0.2 to 0.6, and set w(t) as a uniform weighting depending
on the timestep. We also use classifier-free guidance with
a guidance weight ω : ϵ̂ϕ(zt; y, t) = (1 + ω)ϵϕ(zt; y, t) −
ωϵϕ(zt; t). Our method aims to align the created 3D model
with the input image, and we use a guidance weight ω = 10.
Training speed. We use Adam [12] with a learning rate of
0.001 for both stages. The coarse stage is trained for 5,000
iterations at a rendering resolution of 100×100. The re-
fine stage then takes another 5,000 iterations at a rendering
resolution of 800×800. The entire training process takes
approximately 2 hours on a single Tesla 32GB V100 GPU.
Test Benchmark. To the best of our knowledge, we are the
first method focusing on high-fidelity 3D creation from an
arbitrary image. So we build a test benchmark consisting of
400 images, comprising both real images and images gener-

Preference Rate Geometry Quality Texture Quality Fidelity to Input

Ours/DreamFusion+ 88.2%/11.8% 95.6%/4.4% 96.5%/3.5%

Table 3: Preference rate of geometry quality, texture quality,
and fidelity to the input image.

ated by Stable Diffusion [38]. Each image in the benchmark
is accompanied by a foreground alpha mask, an estimated
depth map, and a text prompt. The text prompts for real im-
ages are obtained from an image caption model [16]. We
will make this test benchmark publicly available.

4.2. Comparisons with the State of the Arts

Baselines. We compare our method with five representative
baselines. 1) DietNeRF [10], a few-shot NeRF. We train
it with three input views. 2) SinNeRF [56], a single-view
NeRF method. 3) DreamFusion [32]. As it is originally
conditioned on text prompts, we also modify it with image
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Reference Normal Novel Views

Figure 9: Make-It-3D enables high-fidelity 3D creation on
real complex scenes.

Text-to-
image 

Generator

A DSLR photo 
of a blue jay 
standing on a 
large basket 
of rainbow 
macarons.

Reference Normal Novel Views

Figure 10: Make-It-3D generates diverse and visually stun-
ning 3D models given a text description.

reconstruction loss at the reference view, referred as Dream-
Fusion+ for fair comparison. 4) Point-E [26], point cloud
generation conditioned on image. 5) 3D-Photo [41], depth-
based image warping and inpainting method.
Qualitative comparison. We first compare our method
with 3D generation baselines, where DreamFusion and
DreamFusion+ leverage 2D diffusion as 3D prior and
PointE is a 3D diffusion model. As shown in Figure 7,
their generated models fail to align faithfully with the ref-
erence image and suffer smooth textures. In contrast, our
method produces high-fidelity 3D models with fine geome-
try and realistic textures. Figure 8 shows additional compar-
ison on novel view synthesis. SinNeRF and DietNeRF en-
counter difficulties in reconstructing complex objects due to
the lack of multi-view supervision. 3D-Photo fails to recon-
struct underlying geometry and produces visible artifacts in
large views. In comparison, our method achieves remark-
ably faithful geometry and visually pleasing textures under
novel views.
Quantitative comparison. A compelling generated 3D
model should closely resemble the input image at the ref-
erence view, and demonstrate consistent semantics with the
reference under novel views. We evaluate these two aspects
using the following metrics: 1) LPIPS [61], which assesses
the reconstruction quality at the reference view, 2) contex-

Reference

Texture Modification

3D Creation

Figure 11: Make-It-3D achieves 3D-aware texture modifi-
cation such as tattoo drawing and stylization.

tual distance [21], which measures pixel-level similarity be-
tween novel-view rendering and the reference, and 3) CLIP
score [33], which evaluates the semantic similarity between
the novel view and the reference. As shown in Table 1 and
Table 2, our approach substantially outperforms baselines
in terms of both reference-view and novel-view quality.
User study. In order to obtain the user’s subjective eval-
uation of the plausibility of the results, we conduct a user
study on 30 participants. In the study, we use 25 pairs of re-
sults generated by our method and Dreamfusion+, respec-
tively. All results are presented side-by-side and in a ran-
dom order to participants. Based on the ratings in Table 3,
our method outperformed Dreamfusion+ in all aspects.

5. Applications

Real scene modeling. As shown in Figure 9, Make-It-3D
can successfully convert a single photo of a complex scene
to a 3D model, such as buildings and landscapes. This em-
powers users to model a scene with ease, which could be
difficult for some traditional 3D modeling techniques.
High-quality text-to-3D generation with diversity. Prior
arts [32, 18] often produce models with limited diversity
and excessively smooth textures. To perform high-quality
text-to-3D creation, we first convert the text prompt to a
reference image using 2D diffusion, and proceed with our
image-based 3D creation method. As shown in Figure 10,
Make-It-3D is capable of producing diverse examples from
a text prompt that exhibit stunning quality.
3D-aware texture modification. Make-It-3D enables
view-consistent texture editing by manipulating the refer-
ence image in the refine stage while freezing the geometry.
Figure 11 shows that we can add a tattoo and apply styliza-
tion to the generated 3D model.
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6. Conclusions

We introduce Make-It-3D, a novel two-stage method for
creating high-fidelity 3D content from one single image.
Leveraging diffusion prior as 3D-aware supervision, the
generated 3D models exhibit faithful geometry and realis-
tic textures with the diffusion CLIP loss and textured point
cloud enhancement. Make-It-3D is applicable to general
objects, empowering versatile fascinating applications. We
believe our method takes a big step in extending the success
of 2D content creation to 3D, providing users with a fresh
3D creation experience.
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